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01 Introduction

Introduction
It’s happened. The time has come for the transformation of

In their most recent Forecast Analysis Contact Center,

the contact center.

Worldwide 2021, Gartner estimates that the number of cloud

2020 was the year that for many organizations, most (if
not all) in-office employees were required to work remotely.
While many organizations first saw and solved for this as a

contact center agents will outnumber their premises-based
counterparts by the year 2024 (9.2M cloud versus 7.2M onpremises).

temporary situation, all signs now point to the need for a long-

Compare this to the previous year’s report, published in

lasting operate-from-anywhere environment.

April 2019. At that time, Gartner’s worldwide forecast showed

And contact centers are no exception. For those that were
already cloud-based, the move to remote working came with
only minor inconvenience. For those that weren’t, the time is
now to ensure long-term business survival.

cloud contact center agents representing just 34% of total
agents, as compared to 66% of premises-based agents by
the year 2023.
So in little more than a year, forecasts for cloud-based contact
center agents were dramatically reversed.
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And today, Gartner anticipates that every business will be

The four areas covered in this year’s report reveal key

required to speed up their digital transformation efforts by

findings and analysis around:

five years. They’re not just saying that this is the pace required
to keep up; meaning, to react and respond to these changes.
Gartner asserts that accelerating digital transformation by five
years will be needed, literally, to survive over the long term.
For this 2021 State of the Contact Center report, 8x8 led
approximately 400 customer experience and contact center
leaders through an extensive interview process to uncover
their thinking around the state of the industry. We worked
to reveal emerging best practices as many organizations
navigate new challenges, including remote work, digital
transformation and new agent, employee and customer

• The move to the cloud and the new operate-from-anywhere

standard
• The impact of increasing complexity in agent-to-agent

and cross-company communications
• Emerging channels for customer communication and

support
• How and what contact centers are measuring

Let’s get started.

behaviors.
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Survey Methodology
To obtain a view of the current state of the contact
center, 8x8 commissioned Hanover Research to
survey 394 communications and contact center
directors and customer experience (CX) leaders.
Respondents represented a broad range of industries,
including manufacturing, technology, retail, healthcare,
telecommunications, education, and finance. Fifty percent
(50%) of the respondents were located in the United
Kingdom, while the other half were located in the United
States. 8x8 has combined this with an extensive selection
of industry analyst reports to deliver the best thinking from
across the industry.
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Cloud Movement
The mandate for remote work, not just in its current state but also for a version well into the future,
has meant that cloud solutions are now a necessity. Premises-based solutions have proven that they
simply are not fit for purpose in the operate-from-anywhere model.
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Seventy-five percent (75%) of
respondents in this year’s 8x8 State of
the Contact Center survey indicate that
their organization has already moved
either fully or partially to the cloud. With
86% of organizations having contact
centers in multiple geographies for
follow-the-sun support (figure 1), plus
growing expectations for long-term
remote agent offerings, a fully cloudbased approach appears to be favored.
In fact, almost half (44%) of these
contact centers report that they are fully

Most Contact Centers
Have Multiple Locations
1
2–10
11–20
21–50
51–100
100 or more

14%
37
20
17
9
3

Three-fourths of Contact
Centers are in the Cloud
Cloud-based
Hybrid
On-premise

44%
31
25
figure 2

figure 1

cloud-based, rather than taking a hybrid
approach (figure 2).
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Ready or Not
For the remaining 25% of contact centers that have not
yet moved to cloud-based operations, 8x8’s findings
around the long-term forecast for remote work should
make the case. In 2020, respondents averaged 69% of
agents working in a physical office setting (figure 3).

Agent Location:
Past, Present and Future
Remote

This year, that percentage has been flipped on its head,
with 64% of agents working remotely.
Looking into the future, respondents expect a hybrid
work environment with an almost perfect split of in-

Prior to Covid
Current
Long-term

In-office

31%
64
47

69%
53

office and remote agents. To that end, contact center
and IT leaders will need to broaden their focus and

figure 3

consider how best to support and optimize agentto-agent, agent-to-customer, and agent-to-employee
communications for the long term.
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Moving to the cloud was a great first step. Cloud provides

Imagine a contact center where rookies can train in the

the flexibility employees and businesses need to work in

office and veterans and managers can relish the buzz of the

the office, or remotely, when it makes sense. But as a next

contact center floor, all while parents and tech-savvy rockstars

step in addressing a permanently distributed operational

can work wherever and whenever they want because the

environment, informational and organizational silos must be

organization’s technology supports it all seamlessly. For

eliminated in order to foster communication and collaboration

their investment, contact center transformation leaders will

in a way that helps agents quickly and successfully resolve

benefit from:

customer issues. All of this needs to be done in a secure,
reliable, disciplined way that supports the new, stringent,
and unique requirements of an operate-from-anywhere
workforce model.

• Improved customer experiences. Organizations will be able to
deliver agents local to their customers. With more seamless
experiences across channels, unified data and insights, and the
collaborative knowledge of the entire organization working in
both reactive and proactive support of the customer, leaders will
be able to define and create a differentiated customer experience
that informs and improves product and service development,
marketing strategy, and overall revenue growth.
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• Improved agent experiences. Aberdeen research reveals that

• Higher-quality talent and reduced turnover. In Adobe’s 2021

unified communication-enabled contact centers (those using a

State of Work Report, 49% workers say they’re likely to leave their

single platform with natively integrated chat and meeting room

current job if they’re unhappy or frustrated with workplace tech.

functionality to facilitate agent-to-agent and agent-to-back office/

IT investments in a UC-enabled contact center will not only retain

SME collaboration) see a 50% increase in agent productivity.

employees, but attract tech-savvy agents who can meet tech-

In addition, these UC-enabled contact centers benefit from CX,

savvy customers’ expectations, as well as more experienced

IVR and speech analytics that enable agents and managers to

employees who want long-term operate-from-anywhere options.

engage with and coach each other to improve in real time or over
time.
• Cost savings. Aberdeen also notes that a 200-agent contact

• Speed and agility. The customer self-service of the past is
not the same thing as the AI-assisted options we see today.
Leaders have evolved from auto attendants to basic IVR to a full,

center loses $1.5 million annually from agents working across

intelligent conversational exchange. Those that take advantage

silos to find information. Imagine the savings of increased

of AI-based capabilities in a platform solution will leap ahead

time and productivity from a single platform approach, as well

of their peers from better, more effective live agents and faster

as being able to hire in areas where hourly wages and annual

resolution.

salaries are far more affordable for the business.
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Tooling Around
As if contact center agents didn’t have enough
customer communication channels to worry
about, they’re also using more channels than
ever to communicate internally, within their own
organization. 8x8’s survey shows that most agents
are now using at least five different channels, usually
across several tools, to communicate between
themselves, their managers, and other employees.

Most Used Agent-to-Agent
Communication Tools
Email
Voice/Phone
Chat

These channels include email, phone, chat, video and

Video

messaging (figure 4), with email being the most-used

SMS

method (86%).

86%
73
62
52
48
figure 4
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New channels are on the rise, however, especially
as remote work continues to reign in 2021. More

Contact Centers Now Integrated
with these Communication Tools:

than 80% of contact centers have now deployed
team messaging and video solutions for agents

Messaging

Video

to communicate internally (figure 5). But, looking

88%
Integrated

83%
Integrated

12%
Not Integrated

17%
Not Integrated

further at our survey results, it becomes clear that
organizations quickly applied band-aid solutions in
2020 to address the sudden shift to remote work, and
they now need to formally evaluate these tools as
long-term solutions, especially as channels and the
volume of communications continues to increase.

figure 5
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Convergence Calls
Organizational and communication silos seem so last decade.
Yet somehow, they’re still around in 2021—and at significant

Reasons for Agent
Lost Productivity

cost. While technology’s aim is to make work easier, too much
of it isn’t necessarily a good thing. Agents in 2021 are clearly
struggling with the complexity of current systems. In particular,
more than half (54%) find multiple logins to be a key hindrance
to getting things done (figure 6). This is symptomatic of the
numerous point solutions that were implemented in an attempt
to improve communication and collaboration for newly remote
employees.
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Multiple logins/credentials
Accessing contact center subject matter
experts in a timely manner
Accessing organizational subject matter
experts in a timely manner
Process redundancies/complications
Screen overcrowding

54%
51
50
44
42

figure 6
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Accessing contact center subject matter experts (SMEs) and
employees in other parts of the organization are two additional

Challenge that Lost Productivity
Presents to Agents

trouble spots for more than half of contact center agents. Sixtyfour percent (64%) of 8x8’s survey respondents consider these
to be significant or moderate challenges to their organization’s
productivity (figure 7). And it should come as no surprise that

36%
Some
challenge

when the number of agents increases, so does the challenge.
Forty percent (40%) of large-sized contact centers, and 32% of
medium-sized ones, consider system complexity a significant

34%
Moderate
challenge

productivity drain, compared to just 20% of small organizations.

30%
Signiﬁcant
challenge

figure 7
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Aberdeen Research estimates that, for a 200-agent
contact center, the cost of working across silos to find
information is $1.5 million annually. That’s no small
change—but it certainly underscores the need for it.
To that end, IT and contact center leaders must broaden
their focus and consider how to optimize communication
and collaboration, while at the same time eliminating
informational and organizational silos. In doing so, agents
are empowered to quickly, easily and successfully resolve
employee, team and customer issues. Otherwise, most
agents will follow the path of least resistance: If it’s hard
to proactively reach out across the team or organization
to solve challenges or ensure an unhappy customer
doesn’t slip through the cracks, they just won’t do it.
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silos to find information.
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Saying So Long to Customers
In addition to time and money, lost agent productivity due
to system complexity is costing organizations customers.
Fifty-eight percent (58%) say this is having a negative impact
on customer satisfaction, and 55% of this segment say the

CSAT Impact of Agent
Productivity Challenges
50%
Moderate

58%
Negative impact

negative impact is moderate to extreme (figure 8).
On the other side of the coin, when complexity is reduced
by a system that unifies communication tools across the
corporate offices and the contact center, Metrigy Research
shows a 30% revenue increase, a 40% increase in customer
ratings, and a 20% decrease in operational costs. Again, that’s
no small change, but it underscores the need for moving

5%
Extreme

42%
No impact

Significance of Negative Impact

towards a single communications platform.
figure 8
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Changing Channels
The channels agents use to communicate with customers
are always changing, but some have more staying power than
others. Phone, email, and chat are (still) those channels in 2021,
according to 8x8’s survey.
But as technology changes, along with each customer’s
preference, ability or need to use it, new channels are
emerging.This again makes the case for cloud, as legacy, fixed
technologies—with their slow and expensive upgrades—leave
customers vulnerable to being left behind. In 2021, messaging
and video have quickly become top channels for customer
engagement, in part due to customers’ desires for more
proactive and personalized digital engagement in a world where

Top 5 Ways Agents
Communicate with Customers
Email
Chat
Inbound Voice
Outbound Voice
SMS
Video

91%
78
69
66
63
60
figure 9

in-person interactions are currently limited (figure 9).
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A New Order
Based on the order of this year’s top five list, we can surmise that 2020 and early 2021 were anomalies compared to
most years where voice is king. Our analysis leads us to believe the following:
1. Many contact centers operating from desks and desk

2. When in-person customer support dropped to almost nil

phones at the start of 2020 had to temporarily move to

at the start of the coronavirus pandemic, contact centers

email and chat communication. During this time period,

beefed up their digital communication efforts (including

they moved their agents to remote work and tools and

email and chat) to deflect the heavy call volumes coming

worked to resolve internet, background noise and other

into their support centers.

work-from-home issues.

3. Certain customer demographics who could not easily reach
contact center agents via phone due to long hold times or
frustrating IVRs went to the next best channel they know
how to use (email), and the conversation continued on that
channel.
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First Isn’t Always Best
Being first on one list doesn’t always mean being number
one on them all, however. As we turn to the topic of KPIs
in the final section of this report, we’ll see the early impact
of siloed, band-aid solutions on overall productivity.
To quickly optimize the use of new tools and channels,
nothing can beat a single platform approach.
Deployment, training and adoption all happen at a faster
pace with one solution. And with a comprehensive
approach to reporting and analytics, organizations are
able to quickly identify areas of needed improvement,
whether that be in the area of agent coaching or
customer journey.
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Measurement Matters
Before we get to channel-focused KPIs, let’s look at some other
common contact center measurements and what this year’s 8x8
survey revealed. First, expectations for agent productivity have not
waned.

Target Occupancy Rate
for Employees
95–100%
90–94%

For more than one-third of contact centers, the target occupancy
rate for employees is between 90% and 100% (figure 10),
Additionally, 97% of those surveyed measure occupancy rate as endto-end handle time (talk time plus post-call work/time in a queue).

85–89%
80–84%
< 80%

8%
28
44
18
1

This rate is high, and speaks to the need for a solution set that can
reduce overall agent effort and cognitive load.
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At 90–100% occupancy, agents simply don’t have much
time to learn and improve. Increased caseloads, combined
with an array of disconnected, internal and customer-facing
communication tools, means that a typical shift can be
mentally exhausting for agents, even at the best of times.
A single platform helps make work, learning and improving
skills smoother. When agents are always working in one place,
with one interface, everything is at their fingertips. Effort
and cognitive load are greatly reduced. Training can also be
delivered in an intuitive, targeted and tailored way to maximize
engagement and effectiveness.
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CSAT Still Reigns
Customer satisfaction remains the number one measure for most contact centers.
In alphabetical order, this year’s most used KPIs include:
Abandonment rate

Customer satisfaction

Quality assurance

Adherence to schedule

Employee satisfaction

Response time

Average handling time

First contact resolution

Service level

Average speed of answer

Forecast accuracy

Turnover rate

Cost per contact

Net promoter score

Customer effort score

Occupancy rate

None of these should be any surprise to contact center leaders, except for perhaps
a palpable rise in employee satisfaction as a key KPI. In this year’s survey, it ranks
fourth. Happy agents have always equaled happy customers, right?
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But according to Gartner, nearly 65% of service leaders cite

Now and in the future we’ll see more and more blurring of

training and onboarding as the hardest part of implementing

the lines between employee experience (EX) and customer

a remote workforce. And nearly 50% cite collaboration as their

experience (CX). In turn, the increasing dual focus on both

biggest challenge. So clearly if these things are not done well,

employee and customer satisfaction will lure the best agents,

agents are not empowered and can’t be effective in doing their

no longer limited by geography, to innovative, EX-focused

jobs, which leads to frustration and job dissatisfaction. Again,

companies. As organizations and IT leaders start to broaden

not a new and different issue, but definitely an issue that has

their focus and consider their organization’s total experience

been magnified by remote work.

(EX + CX), they’ll need to consider how best to support and
optimize agent-to-agent, agent-to-customer, and agent-toemployee communications to remain competitive.

The increasing dual focus on both employee
and customer satisfaction will lure the best
agents, no longer limited by geography, to
innovative, EX-focused companies.
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Channel-focused KPIs
While our survey shows that email may have
experienced a moment-in-time usage spike over
the past year, that doesn’t necessarily mean its
effectiveness spiked. Let’s take a quick look at key
KPIs, keeping in mind our earlier observations on the
impact of siloed communication channels and tools
that many organizations implemented as band-aid
solutions in 2020.
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Percentage of Time
Response Time Goals are Met

Response Time
With almost all contact centers in this year’s survey
measuring response time as the percentage of
contacts responded to within a predefined amount of
time, two-thirds say they are reaching their goals for
most communication types at least half of the time
(figure 11). Of note in 8x8’s extended analysis, UK
contact centers’ response time goals for outbound
voice (79%), e-mail (75%), chat (77%), and SMS (77%)
are met significantly more often than at their US
contact center counterparts (61%, 61%, 54%, and
46%, respectively).

Inbound Voice
Outbound Voice
E-mail
Chat
SMS
Video

Never

11–25%

51–75%

1–10%

26–50%

76–100%

27
2 15 12
31
2 12 16
29
4 13 14
25
3 14 17
23
5 15
19
26
6 20
17
figure 11
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44%
39
39
41
38
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Average Handling Time

Average Speed of Answer

For the majority of respondents who measure average

Almost all contact centers measure the average speed of

handling time in minutes, average handling time is 25 minutes.

answer as the amount of time it takes for a contact center

For those who measure in seconds, average handling time

to answer an inbound contact from a customer (97%). For

is 82 seconds, according to 8x8’s 2021 survey. No matter

all communication types, average speed of answer is mostly

how they measure average handling time, most contact

measured in minutes. Email is the slowest communication

centers are meeting their goals for all channels over half the

type, with half of contact centers (50%) reporting an

time (outbound voice 70%, chat 68%, inbound voice 67%,

average speed of answer of nine minutes or more. Other

email 65%, SMS 61%), with video currently being the greatest

communication types are faster, with one-third to half of

challenge (58%). 8x8 believes this is because video is a fairly

contact centers reporting an average speed of answer at three

new channel for most contact center agents.

minutes or less for chat, voice, video, and SMS.
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Percentage of Time
FCR Goals are Met

First Contact Resolution
For 95% of contact centers, first contact resolution
(FCR) is measured as the percentage of contacts
that are resolved by the service desk on the first
interaction with the customer (95%). Email, inbound
voice, and chat are the channels most commonly
measured for first contact resolution.
Two thirds of contact centers are currently
meeting their FCR goals at least half of the time
(50%) for all communication types except video.
Again, 8x8 believes this is because video is in the
experimentation phase for most contact centers
that have integrated a solution without a trusted

Inbound Voice
Chat
Outbound Voice
E-mail
SMS
Video

Never

11–25%

51–75%

1–10%

26–50%

76–100%

34
7 16
33
7 21
23
12 17
36
13 18
36
19
17
16
22
27
figure 12

technology partner to advise on best practices or
implementation.
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29
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Customer Effort
In this year’s survey, contact centers are roughly split on how

8x8 surmises from these results that dIgital channels continue

to measure customer effort score. Just over half of contact

to be used primarily as a cost reduction exercise instead of

centers (58%) measure customer effort score as allowing

how they should be used as a best practice: i.e., as a friction

customers to rank the ease of their experience on a Likert-

reduction exercise. As digital interactions continue to rise

type scale. Less than half of contact centers (41%) measure

(Forrester predicts by 40% in 2021), it will be interesting to see

customer effort score through qualitative feedback.

how contact centers and these numbers change.

Around half of contact centers meet their customer effort
score goals at least half of the time for email (53%), chat
(53%), and SMS (58%), while two-thirds of contact centers
meet their customer effort score goals well over half the time
for inbound voice (66%) and outbound voice (67%). Customer

Customer effort score goals
for video are met less than
half of the time.

effort score goals for video are met less than half of the time.
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Percentage of Time
NPS Goals are Met

Net Promoter Score
While many have called for the death or at least
the retirement of the Net Promoter Score (NPS),
companies are still using it in 2021. According to this
year’s survey, more than half of contact centers have
a target NPS of more than 30 for voice, email, chat,
and SMS, with video not quite there yet. Just over
half of contact centers are meeting their NPS goals
for voice, email, and chat. Newcomers SMS and
video are falling just short of that threshold.
￼

Outbound Voice
E-mail
Inbound Voice
Chat
SMS
Video

Never

11–25%

51–75%

1–10%

26–50%

76–100%

24
24
19
17
23
18

20
15
20
20
14
24
20
28
13
26
15
35
figure 13
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Considerations and Recommendations
8x8’s State of the Contact Center Report shows rapid innovation
began in 2020 with an initial move to the cloud and the addition of
new communication tools and channels, both internal and public facing.
Here are our top three considerations and recommendations for
contact center and customer experience leaders based on this
year’s findings.
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Consideration: More than three-fourths of contact centers are now operating in the cloud, and
possess an outlook that includes long-term consideration for a distributed workforce. Looking
into the future, respondents are expecting a hybrid work environment with a near perfect 50/50
split of in-office and remote agents.

Recommendation: In 2021, digital transformation will

collaboration, productivity, intelligence, and analytics to

accelerate at even greater speed than in 2020, and

monitor, measure, and optimize it all.

organizations—including their contact center operations—
will move from band-aid point solutions in the cloud to a
new operate-from-anywhere standard. In its top strategic
technology trends report for 2021, Gartner confirms that
this new standard is more than just working from home or
interacting with customers virtually. A successful operatefrom-anywhere model supports customers and enables
employees everywhere: no matter how, when, or where they
interact and engage. Furthermore, it provides organizations
with a unified focus on cloud and edge innovation, security,

For organizations that have not moved their contact center
to the cloud, the time is now—it is a requirement for longterm survival. For those that have moved to the cloud but are
operating with band-aid solutions, we advise IT and contact
center leaders to evaluate their current digital workplace
and decide whether or not these tools are the best solution
to support their future hybrid workforce. If not, to move
and stay ahead of competitors in both customer and agent
(employee) satisfaction, IT and contact center leaders should
work together to put in place a long-term cloud strategy and
solution sooner than later.
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2

Consideration: Siloed internal communication channels, and the introduction of new ones,
are causing agent productivity losses. More than 50% of agents are particularly challenged
when it comes to accessing contact center SMEs, as well as other employees across the
organization, to get information to assist customers. Fifty-eight percent (58%) say this is
having a negative impact on customer satisfaction, and 55% of this segment say the negative
impact is moderate to extreme.

Recommendation: When it comes to customer support

reporting and analytics inside the contact center and across

and customer experience (CX), IT leaders in 2021 must

the organization to improve agent performance and overall

broaden their focus and consider how best to support and

customer satisfaction. All of this needs to be done in a secure,

optimize agent-to-agent, agent-to-customer, and agent-

reliable, disciplined way that supports the new, stringent, and

to-employee communications for the long-term. In this

unique requirements of an operate-from-anywhere workforce

newly distributed operational environment, information

model. Therefore, organizations should consider a platform

and organizational silos must be eliminated in order to

approach that spans both the corporate offices and the

foster communication and collaboration in a way that helps

contact center.

agents quickly and successfully resolve customer issues.
In addition, organizations must enable sharing of key data,
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3

Consideration: Video and SMS have emerged as new customer engagement channels,
with high expectations of both from customers. Across key KPIs, contact centers seem
particularly challenged by the use of video.

Recommendation: The use of SMS for proactive customer

experience. A single platform provider—capable of delivering

communications and the use of video both for employee and

industry-leading contact center, voice, video, chat and APIs—

customer engagement will only continue to rise across every

is in the best position to partner with contact center and IT

industry. Organizations that implement, optimize and use

leaders to ensure that these solutions deliver rapid time to

these communication channels—exploring new and creative

value and continue to provide long-term benefits amidst ever-

use cases—will acquire a significant competitive advantage

changing needs in both customer and employee experience.

in both CX and EX. Therefore, IT and contact center leaders
should reevaluate their SMS and video implementations and
integrations in 2021 to decide whether or not their current
tools are the best long-term solutions. If not, organizations
should shop around to find a vendor that provides a secure,

Need more advice? Download 8x8’s
2021 Contact Center Buyers Guide
here or reach out to us directly.

reliable and high-quality solution backed by solid industry
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About 8x8, Inc.
8x8, Inc. (NYSE: EGHT) is transforming the future of business communications as a leading Software-as-a-Service provider of voice,
video, chat, contact center, and enterprise-class API solutions powered by one global cloud communications platform. 8x8 empowers
workforces worldwide to connect individuals and teams so they can collaborate faster and work smarter. Real-time business analytics
and intelligence provide businesses unique insights across all interactions and channels so they can delight end-customers and
accelerate their business. For additional information, visit www.8x8.com , or follow 8x8 on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook .
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